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The American space epic BioWare Mass Effect series is one of the most popular computer games to date. The story revolves
around Commander Shepard who must find a way to unite an endangered civilization in a technologically advanced world
threatened by violence and war. In the fourth part of the famous trilogy BioWare returned to the series of space explorers. In a
distant corner of the universe, a new chapter in which you will have to face a deadly enemy, meet new races and discover
ancient secrets waiting for you. The fate of all living creatures in the galaxy depends on your actions. The story takes place in
Andromeda, where you will meet countless enemies and pursue dangerous space missions. In addition, there is a large number
of side quests with exciting challenges and adventures for fans of exciting plots. As in previous parts of Mass Effect:
Andromeda we will fight for freedom and justice along with our friends and other companions who will help us on this difficult
path. The gameplay of Andromeda is based on a third-person perspective. In the campaign, we can travel in different types of
transport, with the help of which we will be able to explore new worlds. The game universe is divided into several large
locations, which are filled with dunes, caves, forests and other dangerous places. As in previous parts of Mass Effect:
Andromeda, we can use different kinds of weapons and equipment that will help us protect our home planet. During the passage
of the game it is necessary to improve skills by gaining experience points through conversations with non-playable characters
and dangerous tasks. This allows you to develop your character as you like it. The 3D graphics of Mass Effect: Andromeda are
made in the spirit of the previous parts. The developers have worked on the facial expressions of characters, the quality of their
voices and special effects that are characteristic for this series.

Main Features: - A new part of the cult space saga Mass Effect is an exciting story about exploring new planets, encountering
other races and struggling for freedom and justice. - New edition contains 24 DLCs adding new content to the game. Among
them are major additions, such as "Holo-Me" or "Kett Arsenal". The "Super Deluxe Edition" also includes exclusive weapons
and armor sets. - The passage takes place in a new galaxy called Andromeda. This huge space is divided into a large number of
locations where you can travel using a variety of transport options. - In Mass Effect: Andromeda she will encounter many alien
races that have an interesting history and unique appearance. Some of them are hostile, while others can be your allies or
mercenaries. In addition to the development of friendships, new opportunities for combat will open up for you. - In Mass
Effect: Andromeda , the player can use more than 20 types of weapons and equipment to fight enemies, which after destruction
leave valuable resources. You can also improve your skills by gaining experience points through conversations with non-playable
characters and dangerous tasks .
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